School News
Friday: 13th March 2020
Hello Everyone,
It is my last day as an Acting Head, and I would like to thank
all parents, teachers and staff for your support over the
past few months. We are looking forward to the arrival of
Mrs Quinn tomorrow and will be welcoming her to our
school on Monday.

EYFS visits the Hospital
On Tuesday EYFS visited the hospital to find out what are
the jobs of our Doctors and Nurses. Hayley the Midwife
showed us around the Hospital and explained everybody’s
jobs. We went into the ward and had a go on the bed that
moves the patients up and down. We saw the X-ray room,
the Theatre, and then went into Hayley’s Maternity ward.
She told us lots of interesting information about her job
and how she takes care of the mummy’s and babies. We
had a FANTASTIC time and we are now pretending to be
Nurses and Doctors in our Hospital at school.

Today the Ambulance came to visit us at school. We were
so excited to hear the sirens blaring and the lights
flashing. Neil and Hayley showed us around the
Ambulance and all the amazing things it can do. Neil put a
plaster on Ziontai’s poorly knee and cleaned the germs
from Talia’s knees.

Hayley pumped the bed up and down!

Neil cleaning the germs fromTalia’s knees! Poor Caleb is
not feeling well so he’s on the stretcher recovering.

Kiana and Rory checked their blood pressure, they were
fine! Kiana’s heart was beating very fast but Rory’s heart
was beating a bit slower.

A very big THANK YOU to Hayley and the Hospital staff for our lovely visit and to Hayley and Neil for bringing the
Ambulance to visit us at School. We had a really FUNTASTIC time.
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Year 1 & 2 Assembly
Year 1 and 2 put on a fantastic assembly for us
this Friday. Over the course of the term the
children have been learning about the life of
Florence Nightingale and, with the help from
their teachers, they pulled together a great
piece of drama re-enacting key events from
her life. We saw some amazing acting and

Award Vouchers
Please can children who still have outstanding End of
Year Award Vouchers submit them to Mrs John in the
school office as soon as possible. You can also email
her your link for your choices from Scholastic or
Amazon (please note only items available in the UK
can
be
purchased
from
Amazon),
to
Denise.John@tbschool.edu.ac.

singing from the girls, it was like Florence
Nightingale was in the room! A huge thank you
to Winnie for making Florence’s bonnet and
apron from scratch. We are extremely proud
of the girls – well done!

Line Dancing
Don’t forget Line Dancing with Mrs Cyndi Corney at Two
th

Boats Club on Sunday 15 March at 5pm!

Have a lovely weekend

Ms Carolyn Yon
Acting Head

